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1.0  INTRODUCTION
×èðåéÝðá� åï�Ý�êëê�ßëêðÝßð��òÝèñá�ÞÝïáà�ðáÝé�ïìëîð��ìèÝõáà�óåðä�Ý�Ġõåêã�àåïß��Ãèðäëñãä�
ultimate resembles many traditional sports in its athletic requirements, it is unlike most 
ïìëîðï� àñá� ðë� åðï� åêðáêðåëêÝè� ñïá� ëâ� ïáèâ�ëġßåÝðåêã�� Öäåï� ñêåíñá� âáÝðñîá� ðáÝßäáï� Ýêà�����������
promotes personal responsibility, integrity, and fair play. 

Ultimate Spirit is a diverse collective. Every perspective is welcomed and respected with 
the understanding that learning is most impactful when done symbiotically. 

1.2  Why Ultimate?

When the local ultimate community was asked “Why ultimate?”, Ultimate Spirit received 
many thoughtful, insightful replies. One thing was clear, people care about ultimate. 
Themes of community, inclusion, and fun often pointed to something more than sport, 
something transformational. Somehow, so often, something special happens in the 
spaces and communities shaped through the sport of ultimate.

1. Ultimate’s ease of entry is a valuable feature that advances inclusivity. 
Unlike many sports, all you need is a disc and a space to play, no other 
equipment is needed.

2. Gender equity is modeled and celebrated in the sport of ultimate, providing 
the opportunity to learn in diverse groups and bring awareness about the 
importance and advantages of equality for all genders.

3. Öäá�ìäõïåßÝè�èåðáîÝßõ�ðäÝð�åï�àáòáèëìáà�ðäîëñãä�ñèðåéÝðá�óåèè�Þáêáğð���������
Ýðäèáðáï�Ýêà�êëê�Ýðäèáðáï��Ùäáðäáî�Ý�õëñðä�åàáêðåğáï�Ýï�Ýê�Ýðäèáðá��Ý�
dancer, a musician or a gamer, movement is fundamental to health. 

4. Õë�éÝêõ�ëâ�ðäá�ïõïðáéåß�åïïñáï�óá�äÝòá�åê�ïëßåáðõ�ðëàÝõ�ßëñèà�Þáêáğð�âîëé�
the shift in focus that is being modeled in the sport of ultimate. Not only 
does it attempt to address these issues at their roots, it also provides a 
framework to learn skills that allow for healthier relationships.

5. Social and emotional learning is at the core of the sport. Ultimate is  
ïáèâ�ëġßåÝðáà��ìèÝõáîï�ëê�ðäá�ğáèà�ðÝçá�ëê�ðäá�îëèá�ëâ�ðäá�îáâáîááï��Öäåï�
requires knowledge of the rules and teaches communication, negotiation, 
ßëêĠåßð�îáïëèñðåëê��Ýêà�Ýßðåòá�èåïðáêåêã�ïçåèèï��Ëê�éÝêõ�ïìëîðï�Ýðäèáðáï�Ýîá�
told to not speak to their opponents, in ultimate it is not only encouraged, 
but also required. These connections help to build understanding and 
relationships throughout the community.

“Ultimate creates an 
instant community. 

Anywhere I’ve traveled, 
there was an intimate and 

welcoming group ready 
to help bring me into a 

feeling of belonging just 
by going to pick-up or 

joining a team or a 
tournament.” 

- Rachel Winner

“For me, ‘Why Ultimate’ 
is the people I’ve met and 
relationships I’ve built. It’s 

the push to be a better 
athlete and a better person, 

and it’s being part of a 
community that is 

recognizing its privilege 
and working toward 

a more inclusive world 
through community building 
within this sport we love.”

- Megan Kidston

1.3  First Peoples Principles of Learning

...ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community,   
    the land, the spirits, and the ancestors.
���åï�äëèåïðåß�� îáĠáôåòá�� îáĠáßðåòá�� áôìáîåáêðåÝè�� Ýêà� îáèÝðåëêÝè� �âëßñïáà�ëê�  
    connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place).
...involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions.
...involves generational roles and responsibilities.
...recognizes the role of Indigenous knowledge.
...is embedded in memory, history, and story.
...involves patience and time. Symbiosis
...requires exploration of one’s identity.
...involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and only shared  
    with permission or in certain situations.

1.4  How Does It All Connect?

Ultimate Spirit recognizes its opportunity to learn and be shaped through collaboration.  
It is this process which transforms what we become and creates the energy to move  
forward. Ultimate Spirit’s relationship with the Indigenous Sport, Physical Activity &  
Recreation Council (I·SPARC) is a great example of what’s possible when this process  
manifests into action. The Community Ultimate Spirit Program (CUSP) would also  
êëð� áôåïð� óåðäëñð� ðäá� ïñììëîð�� ëìáêêáïï�� áĞëîðï�� Ýêà� ãñåàÝêßá� ëâ� ðäá� ñèðåéÝðá� 
community, Indigenous communities, BC Ultimate, Ultimate Canada, Ultimate Peace, 
and Elevate Ultimate.

Öäá�ÄñððáîĠõ�ÇĞáßð�åï�Čðäá�
sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions in which 
a small change in one state 
of a deterministic nonlinear 
system can result in large 
àåĞáîáêßáï�åê�Ý�èÝðáî�ïðÝðáč�
(Wikipedia, 2020).

Öäá�ÄñððáîĠõ�ÇĞáßð�ëâðáê�
has negative connotations 
associated with the causes 
of disasters. 

Can we  imagine that same 
phenomenon where the 
ßäÝêãáï�Ýêà�àåĞáîáêßáï�
are positive? What becomes 
possible?
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“I love that we taught kids 
in the villages - whether 
we were in Bornea or 
Nicaragua, they could 

understand the rules, they 
did not need $$ or special 
equipment, and all genders 

can play together.” 
- Dave Pettenuzzo
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1.5  Community Connection & Ultimate Pathways

There is a need for connection and unity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities in Canada. With connec-
tion comes healing and wellness in both communities. With the support of sport organizations and partners, CUSP has been 
designed to establish and sustain connections through a variety of ultimate pathways.
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“Ultimate has a place for 
everyone. The culture of 

inclusion allows the 
participants to ‘be’ who they 
are, creating a safe space 

both mentally and physically 
for self-exploration and 

perspective.”
- Jimmy Roney
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